My personal experience at the Pierpont Hotel in Ventura
The overall night was awesome. I was in a small group with Carol and Sharon. I had a K2
meter and a EVP recorder. Carol had a video camera and an EVP recorder and Sharon
had a camera and a thermometer. We went to the Bar Room first.

The Bar Room
When Carol Sharon and I walked in to the Bar Room, we started to ask some questions. I
was walking around the room, it was a larger room and had a divider running half way
across, looking to see what readings I was getting on my K2 meter. I actually had nothing
spike while walking the perimeter of the room. I then started asking questions with the
girls. At one point Carol had asked “I heard you like to bark at people when they are in
here. Come on, say our names!” I then stated out loud “Yeah! Bark at me!!” Well, almost
instantly I had this crazy sharp tingle go through my body. My K2 meter had jumped all
the way to its highest measurement and held for a second or two. My heart was thumping
and I had a huge smile on my face when I asked Carol if she saw my K2 go all the way
into the red! I told her, “I guess I was just barked at!!” Sharon came over near us and the
three of us started to ask more questions. We were standing in the section of the room by
the bar but in between the last row of tables by the kitchen doors. My K2 would jump
from green and yellow all the way to red. Carol set her video camera up on the K@ and
area we were in. We tried asking yes or no questions, one spike for yes, two for no. It
seemed to reply some of the time. We also tested the time in between the spikes in case it
was a current coming from somewhere that could have been causing it. It ran about 45
seconds but there were a few times it was shorter or longer. Now this whole time, Sharon
was holding a thermometer and it could not sit still. The temp jumped anywhere from 65
to 72, 73. We asked it to drop to 65 and it sure seemed to try!! It was hard to tell if it was
coming from something not paranormal. We did hear a couple loud bangs in the kitchen
which no one was in at the time. We set up a glass on the table and said for whom ever
we were speaking to, to push it off the edge. Nothing happened. We had also set a pen on
the glass and it never moved either. The three of us walked behind the bar this time and
asked more questions. It felt a bit heavier back there to me but nothing strange happened.
My K2 meter was not doing anything either. We then said our goodbyes and walked out
of the room.
The Party Room
The three of us walked in and it was so cold! It read in the 50`s on Sharon’s thermometer
so we sat down and asked questions. No response, no K2 readings and the temp was
pretty steady. We checked the maid’s closet as well and nothing was going on. We asked
some more questions and then left.

The 50`s Room
We walked in and wondered around for a few minuets. We asked a couple questions
while watching my K2. Sharon was watching her thermometer and Carol had her Video
camera. We walked up the stairs in the living room and then to the bedroom. We all sat
down and Sharon took more pictures with her camera. Nothing was happening. Now
earlier when the whole group was in there, we talked about people hearing voices while
in bed. We seemed to debunk this because the vents on the floor allowed us to hear the
TV set from the room below. We us three girls were in there, no TV set was on and the
noise from the freeway was really loud. After a short while, we left.
The Hallway
The second we opened the door to the hallway upstairs, there was a very heavy smell of
flowers. It got stronger as we got closer to the end of the hallway. I didn’t feel anything
strange but was very curious as to what the flower smell was coming from. I went to ask
the maid what she might have sprayed up there. She said nothing tonight because we
were doing our investigation. I had her spray some on a towel anyway and took it back up
to the hallway. Not a match. It was about this time Chris came up to join us. Sharon and I
walked into the office closet where papers have been known to move on their own. We
asked questions and took pictures. Nothing read on my K2 unless I held it high up. It was
reading like it was electrical. She and I then walked through the little office space and
down another hall. We asked questions, took pictures and My K2 was picking up all the
electrical in the hallway. There was a lot. The rest of the group came up at this point and
we talked about the ball carol had left up there for the “little girl” and how one of the
infrared cameras was not in the same position. We all stayed p there for a while longer
then left.
The V????? Room
After we had the door unlocked the entire group walked in and divided off into our areas.
Kevin, Mahaya and I sat down in the meeting room or dining room. We asked questions,
took some pictures. My K2 was still but Kevin’s meter was acting a bit weird. His
measurements would go up then down back and forth. Sharon came in a short while later
and joined in. We spent 20-30 minuets in there then the group joined back up and we left.

My night overall
I had a blast! The people in the group are great and the way everything was handled, it is
very easy to feel comfortable. I would have to say that the only time I felt something that
may have been paranormal was in the Bar Room. I hope to have picked up some EVP`s
from that room at that time but we will see. It also could have been mind over mater. We
didn’t have enough proof to debunk it or prove it paranormal.
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